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I know I’m probably going to get some crazy comments
on this article, but this is a topic that has strangely
become important to me. I love to eat meat and until  very
recently I could never ever imagine being a vegetarian.

Aside from chicken wings, one of my favorite things to eat
is lobster. As you know, in order for lobster to be yummy,
you have to buy them when they are alive and then kill
them during the cooking process.

I always place the lobsters in the kitchen sink while I boil
the water. I see their big eyeballs staring at me, and
sometimes my son will give them names, which makes
this whole situation worse. Every time I drop them in the

boiling water I cry for a moment because I see them flap around, until  they are suddenly still, and dead. I took the
picture above as I watched them cook.

I am an animal lover. All the meat I eat comes from an animal that has lost his life so I can consume him. Am I a
hypocrite for feeling this way and also eating meat? Probably. I realize we are at the top of the food chain, but isn’t
there a moral obligation to lessen the pain for the animals we kill? After all, we are supposed to be of a higher
consciousness, right?

With lobsters, I’m making a stand. I have found a new way to kill them, and it is more humane. Although, it feels like a
contradiction to use the word kill and humane in the same sentence. According to http://food.theatlantic.com, this is
the way to do it humanely, “Before boiling water, place the lobster in the freezer for 15 or 20 minutes to slow its
metabolism and dull its senses, then flip it over and split the main body section of the animal in half with the swift
stroke of a large kitchen knife.”

What do you think? Am I just being emotional or do you feel the same way? Trust me, I love meat too much to stop
eating it, perhaps I’m just trying to find a way to lessen my own guilt about it. I found this video made by Eric Ripert,
of famous Le Bernardin restaurant in New York City and he demonstrates this more humane method here:
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Loeb Sterr
January 25th, 2010

Oh, come **on**! At 4m40s, it’s still alive, flailing its delicious legs about. The chef
just waves it around to lessen the effect.

Took 5 minutes of terrible videography to see a 30-second demonstration of “stab,
twist off arms, twist off body”!?

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 25th, 2010 at 8:31 pm

I will agree with you on one point, he does look quite delicious. 

[Reply]
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By day, Diana is a mac geek and the CEO/owner of Adams Consulting Group, Inc. in
Atlanta, Georgia (part of the Apple certified consultants network). By night, she lives
and breathes by writing. “I could write all night every night and not get tired of it. I
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Tim Gier
January 25th, 2010

Diana: Kudos for being brave enough to put this out there. I don’t think that one can
reason that killing is humane in the absence of a compelling reason for the killing
itself (i.e. it’s impossible to humanely smother someone in their sleep against their
wishes.) BUT I don’t think the argument hinges on that so much as it hinges on the
question of which set of living beings are subject to such moral consideration in the
first place. If one concludes that it only we human beings that are worthy of inclusion
in that set then killing animals for food and other uses is just fine. I find it interesting
that while we denounce the Japanese for their whaling and work to protect dolphins
from fishing nets, we slaughter cattle, pigs and chicken by the millions. Once it was
easy to draw the line between humans and all the others – now not so much. Where
will most people draw that line 100 years from now?

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 25th, 2010 at 8:52 pm

Tim,

Thank you for your comment. I’ve thought about this exact thing a lot actually.
Where do we draw the line? If human beings continue to evolve and become
conscious of their actions as we’ve steadily done, I would hope that in 100 years
from now, we would be a more compassionate species.

After all, when I was growing up, nobody ever gave it a second thought to kill an
animal. Now, on the other hand, my son is taught in school that even killing a bug
is inappropriate and to be kind to all creatures (Montessori school).

And the hypocrisy of the whole killing whales but then killing cattle is another issue
that I could write a book about.

I guess all we can really do is what we feel is right for us, each one of us. For me,
I do believe that a creature as simple as a lobster deserves to die the least painful
way, and that is just me. 

Diana

[Reply]

Tim Gier Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:56 pm

I thought at first that my comment last night might have been out of place; the
overall tone of your article and the other comments being more lighthearted
and focused on issues other than the ethical ones. So I wrote what I had to say
about these ideas on my own blog so as to to hi-jack yours. You were right
though, and while the subsequent comments may not have been crazy, they
have certainly been interesting.

I will make two points here though, and when I refer to ‘you’ I am not referring
to you, or anyone else, personally Diana, but to the general you ‘out there’ in
the blogosphere.

To anyone who claims that plants are living creatures too, I agree, but that
makes the point about vegetarianism rather than refuting it. For if you believe
that all creatures are alive and worthy of respect, then you should certainly
agree that we have a responsibility to cause as little suffering in them as
possible. Since direct experience shows that plants do not suffer in any
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meaningful way as animals do, the moral choice is to refrain from killings those
creatures who do suffer. Therefore we should not kill animals for food or sport.

In any case, I am somewhat puzzled by those who draw the line at veal, and at
the same time imagine some idyllic world where other cattle might be raised
and killed humanely. It is not as though veal is some different kind of beast, it is
just a cow, after all. If, by way of your purchases at restaurants and grocery
stores, you support the killing of the over 30 million head of cattle sent to
slaughter each year in the US, you have little moral ground to stand on in your
defense of poor veal calves.

It is easy to talk about trying to eat only the animals that have been killed
humanely. Please show me where you are buying them. Besides, I hardly think
that the animals themselves appreciate, or benefit from, such humanity. They
still end up dead and in your stomachs, don’t they?

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 3:46 pm

Tim,

Thank you for your very respectful comment. I’d love to read the post on
your blog, will you give us the link?

Diana

Tim Gier Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 5:52 pm

Diana:

Here is the link: http://wp.me/pKYQZ-2g

Thanks very much for asking and for providing this forum.

TIm

[Reply]

Didrik Sten
January 25th, 2010

I do agree with you on the moral issues, but when you cut the lobster open, all of
those delicious jucies disappear. Love your initiative though!

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 6:02 am

Dang, now I’m hungry for a lobster.

[Reply]
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Jillian
January 26th, 2010

I totally with you on this one. I LOVE mean (all of it prepared almost any way) and I
date a chef… I believe you can be a true animal lover and also be a meat love, you
just need to be aware of what goes into getting that meat on your plate. There is a
humane way of breeding, raising and killing everything and I think as long as you
strive to purchase/kill meat in the post humane way possible you’re good to go. If you
really wanted to get into it we could look into utilitarianism (which are actually split on
the topic) but i think humanly killing lobsters is a good start. Also you can keep them
in the fridge for several hours before which also slows them down.

Good luck and happy eating!

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 6:04 am

Thank you for your comment and your tips Jillian. It must be fun dating a chef. I
bet you always eat super yummy stuff. 

[Reply]

The Moral  High Ground? « tim
gier
January 26th, 2010

[...] Filed under: Life — Tags: Life — timgier @ 3:40 am Diana Adams posted her
thoughts on How To: Kill  a Lobster in a Humane Way at BitRebels .com. She
recounts, with genuine sadness, the internal struggle she goes through when [...]

Krystyn
January 26th, 2010

Don’t forget – You’re supposed to say “nomu abe dabu su” before you kill a lobster –
so says my Japanese Grandma. 

I can’t bear to look at the video. I’m such a chicken.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 6:06 am

What does “nomu abe dabu su” mean? Every time I hear something about your
Grandma, it’s always interesting. She’s a cool lady for sure. #ilovegrandmas

[Reply]

AmyMusings
January 26th, 2010

I saw a video recently where you put the lobster on his head and it puts him in a
trance or to sleep or something and then you drop him in the pot. It is hard to think
about, being boiled to death. I draw the line at veal. I will never buy that or order it at
a restaurant.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
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January 26th, 2010 at 7:04 am

I agree. I won’t eat veal either. I haven’t in years. Just thinking about that killing
process makes me very sad. Thank you for your comment.

[Reply]

Stu Williams
January 26th, 2010

I agree with you up to the point where I dip him in butter and eat him. I guess this
would work for crawdads too!

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 9:48 am

Ohhh… you just had to bring up the butter, didn’t you? nom nom.

[Reply]

Lee Hall,  Friends of Animals
January 26th, 2010

Thank you for posting your thoughts, Diana. You take on such intriguing topics.

One of your premises that leads you to be assured that we ought to be eating
animals is that we are at the top of the food chain. But we are primates, and thus
prey animals; in some parts of the world, we humans still live with the risk prey
animals face. In the years spanning 1990 to 2005 in Tanzanian villages, for example,
there were more than 560 fatalities from lion attacks.

You further note that in any case we have credited ourselves with a developed moral
faculty; I would say this is very important in the question of whether we ought to be
dominating and consuming other beings at all – humanely or not.

I hope this is not seen as a crazy comment; I would say it’s entirely sane to challenge
the assumptions underlying our daily customs, particularly when we know we’ve got
ourselves in real trouble with the planet due to the collective results of those
customs.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 10:10 am

Lee, I have always respected and been interested your opinions about this topic.
Thank you for once again illustrating a perspective that I have not thought of. You
are right, this is a very intriging topic and one that I don’t think will go away any
time soon. You have definitely given me more to think about. I appreciate that.

Oh, one question, do you think that since we have a large brain and powerful
weapons (guns) that puts us higher on the food chain or ultimately hurts us in the
long run? Just a thought…

[Reply]

Lee Hall, Friends of Animals Reply:
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January 26th, 2010 at 10:43 am

I think we need to seriously consider the disruptions our guns have brought.
Although I’m concerned about each lobster, I’ll step back and look at the big
picture, as I think that’s where you’re going with your question.

Julia Whitty, for Mother Jones, has written that we are currently “living through
the sixth great extinction” which can be traced back to a time 50,000 years ago
as we humans migrated beyond Africa with blades, darts, and harpoons. After
the Ice Age, humans assaulted biological diversity with “our newest weapons:
hoes, scythes, cattle, goats, and pigs.” Our impact has been extremely heavy
in this past century. We have wiped out large areas of forestland, making it over
to feed crops and timber, all the while emitting dangerous levels of methane,
carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide, while acidifying the water with pollution from
farm runoff. Today, Diana, fully 40 per cent of the examined species of planet
earth are in danger, including half of all reptiles, at least one in every four
mammal communities, most insects, and 73 per cent of flowering plants.

Whitty sums up our impact this way: “We now understand that the majority of
life on Earth has never been – and will never be – known to us. In a staggering
forecast, [Harvard biologist Edward O.]Wilson predicts that our present course
will lead to the extinction of half of all plant and animal species by 2100. You
probably had no idea. Few do.”

It seems to me this tells us where our armed rule over the web of life has led
us; the long run is here – today.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 11:25 am

Wow, you are an amazing writer. I really enjoyed reading this and I learned a
lot. I’m sure I’m not the only one that will benefit from your comments. It
almost makes me feel embarrassed to be a human being. Thank you again
for sharing your knowledge of history and for painting a much larger picture.

Anai Rhoads
January 26th, 2010

The two words “human” and “kill” don’t seem to quite fit, yet many use them to justify
killing an animal. It’s really an oxymoron.

There is absolutely nothing humane about ending the life of an animal, unless it is
required because he/she is ill or has suffered an injury that cannot be corrected. This
video is a horror show.

[Reply]

@hannibal666
January 26th, 2010

I’m hungry!

@hannibal666

Follow @hannibal666 to #enlightenment!
http://www.twitter.com/hannibal666

[Reply]
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just saying
January 26th, 2010

I don’t mean to offend, but you are wrong. You cannot be a “true animal lover” and
eat meat. Google Speciesism. This is what you are. A bigot. Eat your dog. There’s
no difference. Assigning value to a dog over a lobster is the same as saying that
mentally retarded humans have less of a right to life than their fully-functioning
counterparts.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 11:30 am

I appreciate your opinion. Do you know what the word bigot means? “a person
who is utterly intolerant of any differing creed, belief, or opinion.” Hmm… I’m not
sure if that word describes me since I genuinely enjoy learning from the opinions
of others, including yours.

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 11:35 am

You’re right. What I meant to say was prejudiced, or discriminatory.

Why don’t you go vegan? Can you offer some reasons?

[Reply]

Dave Shishkoff
January 26th, 2010

I’m puzzled: if killing animals is troubling to someone, why not simply go vegan?

There’s no nutritional requirements for anything that comes exclusively from animal
flesh.. B12, which is often cited, is actually produced by a bacteria, and can be had
without using any animals.

As Lee has pointed out, it’s disastrous for the environment – the World Watch
Institute recently released a report finding that over 50% of all greenhouse
emissions comes from animal agriculture:

http://www.worldwatch.org/node/6294

So if it’s unnecessary nutritionally, and the single-greatest factor in the change of our
climate, and hurting animals is something someone disagrees with…why not go
vegan?

[Reply]

gordo
January 26th, 2010

meat tasts gud.

yum, yum in my tum tum : )

[Reply]
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Manal Assaad
January 26th, 2010

My opinion is: Eat responsibly. Kill  responsibly.

We can’t simply live without eating meat. If it was possible, we would have all been
vegan from the beginning of times. There are simply many nutriments that we need
that only exist in meat. But we should eat responsibly, as in we shouldn’t just be
insatiable and decide to go crazy for everything meat and eat more than we need to
or should. As some of the people already commented, we would probably end up
causing the extinction of most species.

And we should kill responsibly. As you said, there should be a humane way to kill an
animal that we need to eat if it was possible. I read somewhere that some animals
are actually skinned alive for their skins before putting them down. That’s horrible
any way you think of it.
Think about hunting birds. Shooting just enough birds to satisfy your hunger is
different than shooting hundreds of birds for sport and leaving them to rot on the
ground. While the first can be a justified kill for a humane reason, the second is just
inhumane.
Personally I think it’s best to just stick to the basic kinds of meat rather than wanting
to eat anything that moves.

[Reply]

jim dittmer
January 26th, 2010

Virtually everything we eat had to be killed for us to consume it. Whether it’s a cow, a
salmon, or a stalk of corn or wheat, our food must die for us to live. Seeds and fruits
may be an exception, but they contain bacteria, yeasts, and other organisms that die
as a result of our eating them, so the effect is the same. Is it not hypocritical to
acknowledge and revere one form of life and callously disregard another? It seems
that we should honor the lives taken for our benefit… whether animal or vegetable.

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 12:52 pm

While it is in our (and the world’s) best interests to revere all forms of life on our
planet and do our best to show respect to the Earth that provides us with the
resources to live, plants, seeds, bacteria, yeast, etc. — none of these things have
a central nervous system. None of these things feel pain. None of these things
had a biological mother. They are grown through water and sun, they are
harvested, and they grow back again where they were planted. Cows do not. You
slit their throat, that consciousness, however limited, is gone. Their world ends.
You have ended a life that was aware of itself. That’s murder.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:05 pm

Ok, not on the other comment you made, but on this one, I agree with you. And,
Jim, in my humble opinion, I do not consider a vegetable to be “alive” in the
sense we are talking about, so therefore, I don’t consider it “killed” when I
harvest it and cook it.

I guess now we are getting into another issue – what is considered to have a
“life?” I agree that if it is a being that is aware of itself, it is alive.

But then again, I’m not sure because is a cockroach aware of itself? I wouldn’t
think twice about stepping on one of those and killing it. Is that wrong? Maybe,
but it is what it is.
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[Reply]

jimdittmer  Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:39 pm

Opinions aside, life is life and a carrot is as alive as you and I are. Just like
every living thing, other living things have to die for us to be sustained.
Where we draw the lines is only semantically relevant and we do so to make
ourselves more comfortable. BTW, the cockroach and the lobster are directly
related… the same branch of the evolutionary tree!

Anai Rhoads
January 26th, 2010

Manal – We *can* live without eating meat. I was a vegetarian for 29 years and now
vegan for the last decade. I haven’t dropped dead from not eating meat, dairy, honey
or eggs. Can’t say that about my meat-eating friends who pop pills to reduce
cholesterol levels and heart disease.

So the idea that we “must” eat meat is as big of a myth as “humane” slaughter.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:12 pm

Anai, I’m no expert on this topic; however, in Manal’s defense… if I personally
stopped eating meat I think I might die. Haha! My body needs it and I know this
because when I go for a few days without eating any, I feel lethargic and
unhealthy.

Could it be true that for each person it is different? Maybe different bodies need
different things. Is that possible? 

I’m one of those people that doesn’t believe in dietary extremes. Not that I have
anything against it, but I would not choose to be vegan because to me, that is too
extreme. I think having a good balance is a better, more healthy way for me
personally.

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:23 pm

You would not die if you stopped eating all meat and animal byproducts. Don’t
be dramatic. When you go a few days without eating these things, your body
feels that way because you aren’t eating properly, not because of a lack of
meat. If you replaced the meat with leafy greens, legumes, fruits, nuts & seeds,
etc., you’d feel fine. I feel fine. I’m a vegan.

But that’s extreme, huh? You’re right. I suppose that ethically opposing the
unnecessary torture and death of animals that are smarter than your
domesticated companion animals is extreme. I mean, what’s a tiny itsy bitsy bit
of milk? It’s ok, right? Cutting it all  out is extreme. (cue sarcasm detector going
off the charts)

By that logic, I don’t oppose ALL rape. That’s too extreme. I only oppose it
when it’s convenient for me. If I see it occurring, I don’t take action to prevent it,
because that’d be putting myself in harm’s way. That’d be an inconvenience.
But I oppose rape vocally. And I donate to rape prevention and treatment
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centers. That makes it ok, right? That’s a good balance?

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:33 pm

You know, justsaying person, you are starting to grow on me. I kinda like
you. 

Dave Shishkoff Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:34 pm

Hi Diana, thanks for engaging in this conversation!

Maybe different bodies need different things, but i don’t believe there’s any
science to back up that claim. And anyone i’ve known who has *wanted* to be
vegan has succeeded. The people who have trouble are those who didn’t really
want to…at least that’s my experience.

I can’t explain your lethargy, but considering that animal products are generally
a poor source of carbohydrates, which are the main fuel for our body, it sounds
like you might not have been eating enough. It seems odd that even just a few
days without meat and you’re feeling ill. What would you do if you were in past
war times when food selection was very limited? In evolutionary terms, it seems
unlikely that some humans ‘need’ meat, while the rest of us obviously don’t
(i’ve been vegan for over 19yrs.)

As for dietary extremes, it’s all relative. If you were raised in another country,
you might rarely eat meat. And certainly, eating it on a daily basis would be
considered ‘extreme’. The only reason we consider it a part of a ‘balance’ is
because of tradition, not any science. And if anything, the science tells us to
avoid animal products. I don’t recall people ending up in the hospital because
of blocked arteries from eating kale, or cancers triggered by fruit salad. Animal
protein seems to be the culprit in many of our ills..

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 1:42 pm

Hey no problem! At least you’re listening. Any other logical fallacies you’d
like to employ to defend your diet which is a direct contributor to someone
else’s suffering?

Unless, of course, you don’t consider dogs, cats, cows, chickens to be
SOMEONES and you think they’re SOMETHINGS in which case I’d be
happy to point out the problems with that assumption too! 

Manal Assaad Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 2:03 pm

I need to agree about the “extreme” thing. And I didn’t actually mean we
would die if we didn’t eat meat. I meant that we have ensured our survival
over millions of years on earth by adjusting.
I did not support those who stuff their stomachs with everything meaty and
end up with lots of diseases. That’s my whole point behind eating
responsibly. You do need a balanced diet and you can ask any nutritionist.
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Sure I admire you’re ability to abstain from meat and allegedly stayed healthy
and normal for all those years. But what I know doesn’t come from tradition,
it comes from doctors’ orders to have chicken soup when you’re ill, or have
liver when your blood needs iron. I’m not a doctor so I can’t really recall all
remedies that require some sort of animal to die.

Think about this for a second: if it was very inhumane and unnatural for
humans to kill animals in order to eat, then why is it that animals kill other
animals in order to eat?! I’m pretty sure that when a lion kills a deer to eat is
very much aware that the deer has a family just as much as the lion itself, but
does that stop it from killing another form of a living creature? And I’m sure
that we all feel sorry for the deer, but can we really deny the lion from its right
to feed? It’s not like we can teach it to be vegan.
Sorry but I don’t mean to compare humans to animals, what I’m really trying
to say is that the natural order of things is some creatures need to die in
order for another creature to feed on it, and in my opinion that is the only
justifiable reason to kill (well along with life defense, but it’s not like a chicken
might attack us.)
And I am glad that you’re a vegan, but let me assure you that if for any
reason you did not find any vegetables to eat (in some wicked movie plot)
you wouldn’t hesitate to eat meat to survive.
I now recall a movie where the character in the movie ate a raw snake
because he couldn’t find anything else to eat and he needed the proteins.
That’s gross for most of us normal people, but heck I’d eat a snake if it meant
the alternative is that I’d starve to death!

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 3:55 pm

Dave,

Every now and then today someone has made a point on this article that has
really made me stop and think. Your comment about our “balanced diet”
being relative to living in this country is one of those comments. I agree with
you on that, and interestingly, I’ve never thought of that perspective before. I
might have a completely different opinion if I lived elsewhere. I am impressed
at your committment to be vegan for over 19 years. That is serious
dedication. Wow! Nice.

Diana

Tim Gier
January 26th, 2010

Manal:

Vegetarian and Vegan diets have been judged as safe and healthful for all stages of
life including infancy. Here is just one link:
http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/705344 It is simply not true in any meaningful
that human beings need to eat meat to be healthy, or to thrive, or to avoid or recover
from illness. There are Vegan bodybuilders, triathletes, Olympians and more.

We should not judge human behavior by the behavior of the least among us, rather
we should attempt to judge our behavior by the highest standards possible. That
animals kill animals no more justifies my killing them than does the fact that some
people are criminals justify me becoming one.

In self defense, if there was no other option, I would most likely kill another human
being, but killing generally, and almost always, is still wrong. For self preservation, if
there were no other options, I might eat an animal, but eating animals generally, and
almost always, is still wrong.

[Reply]
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Manal Assaad Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 3:30 pm

…judge our behavior by the highest standards possible.
That is true but who sets the standards? While your opinion might be that all
people should cease from eating meat, most people believe that meat (in
moderation) is a necessary part of a balanced diet.
You can’t simply say that everyone since the beginning of dawn is wrong for
eating meat.
In my opinion, extremes never work out and balance is always the answer.
And if being vegan or vegetarian was the right choice, then you’d have every
doctor on the planet telling people to quit meat, or at least a really good
percentage of them.
And telling people they’re wrong for eating meat ONLY because you feel sorry for
the animals, well then we’ve got worse problems with people dying from wars,
starvation, diseases, etc all over the world so I’d solve that first and then when I
succeed, I’d work on saving animals… just saying.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 3:58 pm

You go girl! I really like your intelligent, well written and well thought out
responses. Thank you for contributing.

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 4:27 pm

Really? Really? I’m dumbfounded.

Intelligent? Well written? Thought out?

I seriously laughed out loud just now.

There are so many things wrong with Ms. Islam’s response I don’t know
where to begin.

Only because I feel sorry for the animals? Honey, YOU’RE an animal. I’m an
animal. We’re mammals. Like the meat you eat. The only difference is that
we have the ability to reason. Our cognitive capabilities are out of this world!
With great power comes great responsibility.

Have you ever thought that perhaps our indiscretionary disrespect of our
fellow living beings on this planet is a MAJOR contributor to humans’ already
disturbed collective unconscious? Has it ever struck you as odd that we treat
animals like shit, and then turn around and treat our fellow man like shit? We
lack respect for the dignity of life itself, like your culture lacks tolerance and
respect of others’ retarded religions. Don’t even get me started on that.
Whoo.

Being vegan IS the right choice. There IS a vast majority of doctors who
admit that the optimum amount of meat in a human diet is zero. Ask you
doctor next time you go. Don’t allude to the fact that you think vegans are
crazy either; don’t taint the conversation with your ego. Just straight up ask
your doctor: Would a vegan diet benefit me more than my current
omnivorous diet?

If he says no, I’ll eat my own leg.

People (you) believe meat is necessary only b/c you’ve been brainwashed
since birth. It’s ok! I was too! Everyone is! Look around you! IT’S
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EVERYWHERE! If something is everywhere, must mean it’s popular, right? If
it’s popular, must mean people are spending money on it. If someone’s
spending, someone’s profiting. See where I’m going with this? Meat & dairy
is an INDUSTRY. They pay BILLIONS into the government every year to
ensure that meat & dairy is included in public school lunches, that their ads
are slapped across billboards, in magazines, on television — not that they
need much help, since there’s a McDonalds on every corner, and every
schmuck I know is dying to stuff their faces with the rotting corpses of a
chicken or pig every chance they get!

Did you not read any of the other statements made on this thread? Eating
meat wasn’t always the correct way to go. Is that not obvious? Our societies,
our minds, our bodies, or ways of gathering food, our methods of preparing
it, storing it, so on and so on and so forth — it’s all evolved. Our world has
evolved. It’s time for our code of ethics to evolve too. Extend a hand to a
fellow Earth being. It’s wrong to kill mankind, right? Why is it OK to kill that
cow?

syphil Reply:
April  6th, 2010 at 2:46 pm

Of course doctors won’t tell you that not eating meat is the right way to go,
they’d be out of work!!! Same with the FDA!!! All these people want you to
be sick!!! Such a dirty business. PS I was a medical student myself.
Too many people tend to ignore the fact that animals too have a central
nervous system that enables them to suffer, physically and emotionally.
Whether they are pets, consumption products, or any other types of
commodities all animals should be entitled to live a cruelty-free life, and die
with dignity.
Just because animals have an intellectual capacity inferior to ours should not
disqualify them from respectable treatment. The way we treat animals
defines us as human beings and no one who needlessly causes the suffering
of another, either it is a human or an animal should be worthy of respect.
Animals have dignity and they deserve just as much respect and equity as
we do! Do not forget, we are animals too, the only thing that sets us apart
from other animals is our consciousness or SELF-consciousness should I
say.
I was a vegetarian for over 22 years, and a vegan now for about a year. I
think it’s time to come to an end of unnecessary animal suffering inflicted by
us human beings.

Brent "the roseman" Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 4:31 pm

Ahhhh… finally someone I agree with. Solve peoples problems first. Maybe I’m
prejudiced on the human side, but I am one (I think) so this makes sense to
me. Regarding evolution however, I think people are devolving, moving from a
perfect state to one of disorder. It’s not just disease I’m thinking of, but look
how efficient we’ve become at killing each other. Killing Lobster? On the west
coast (where I grew up) we put them in cold water and then raised the heat. We
were taught that they didn’t feel pain because the slow rise in temperature… at
least they didn’t scream the way they do if you drop them in boiling water. Of
course that was mostly for cooking crabs, but lobsters are pretty much the
same right?

[Reply]

Brent "the roseman" Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 5:18 pm

Hmmm… I had to think about this for a while. My friends know I have a
macabre sense of humor… so be forewarned. First question: Why is “just
saying” hiding in anonymity? I always thought that if you really believed in
something, put your name/face on it and stand up for it. Just sayin… The
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second question: If, as “just saying” has proposed/implied, we are all nothing
more than animals… why don’t we eat each other? I love meat, and thinking
of the tender, delicious meat one gets from a “corn fed” chicken, for example,
made me wonder what a vegetarian tastes like. Just sayin… Now, I’m not
about to go out hunting during Tourist Season or whatever, because I
believe humans are a “higher” life-form than animals. Human’s have souls,
animals… not so much. Then again, maybe it’s just my “retarded religion”
that make me think that way. Something about God providing the beasts for
our sustenance. Ya, there was fruit… but that led to all sorts of trouble. Oh,
and I’m not afraid to say who I am. I’m Brent. “just saying”, this isn’t a
personal attack, I know a lot of people agree with you. I disagree however,
and think I still have the right to do so without being called retarded, stupid
or cruel. I respect that you have a different viewpoint, and maybe someday
the “majority” will agree with you. But that’s not today. Just sayin…

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 5:29 pm

i use anonymity for the same reasons that civil rights activists tried to.
because the US has declared animal rights activists as the #1 domestic
terrorism threat. go figure. lil’ ol’  me.

for every quote you can pick out of your bible, i can pick another one that will
contradict it. try me. spent way too much time in church in my life.

you’re right, you have a right to an opinion. religion is an opinion — none of it
can be proven or disproven, and so agnosticism should be the logical way to
go…but if you insist on believing in an orgy of about 7 other pagan religions
that someone called Christianity, by all means, play the part of the fool.

you know what isn’t an opinion? that you have an inalienable right to live.
you agree? i certainly do. no matter how angry i am at your opinions, no
matter how anyone irks me so, i would NEVER, EVER think of taking
another human’s life. ever. name one religion on earth that hasn’t taken a
human life in the name of their “god.” damnit, i did it again, bringing religion
into this! we gotta save the whole religion thing for another time, man, animal
rights (AR) is enough of a mouthful.

i’m glad we can agree that humans have a right to live. now let’s extrapolate
this concept, since you didn’t seem to grasp the logic from my previous
posts. we’ll begin with your logic, as i’m sure you have some argument i’ve
never heard before that is 100% sound and will immediately revert me to
digging my face into steaks.

why do humans have more of a right to life than animals?

your turn! 

Tim Gier Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 6:16 pm

Manal:

Thank you for responding. I hope that in explaining my position and the
rationale for it that I do not come across as judgmental. If I do, (or if I already
have) please forgive me.

You ask who sets the standards and that is indeed the crux of the matter and it
was that problem that I tried to address in the post that I published last night to
my blog – I provided a link for Diana in a comment upthread if you are
interested.

My point here is that it seems that most reasonable agree that causing
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unnecessary suffering is wrong. I don’t think that wee can really argue that that
is an arbitrary standard that I’ve made up, I think we can agree that it is part of
what we consider to be common decency. We may argue at the margins about
what is unnecessary or what constitutes suffering or which living creatures are
capable of suffering, but I hope, at least, that we can agree that to cause
unnecessary suffering is wrong.

Insofar as the history of meat eating is concerned, it is irrelevant from a moral
standpoint how long, or by how many, it has been practiced. I believe that most
reasonable people would agree with this proposition as well. Actions are good
or bad in and of themselves, regardless of the number of people who perform
those actions.

Extremes work out all the time. A guaranty to the right of free political speech is
extreme, especially in light of the long history of the subjugation of the people
at the hands of their leaders. And, as Barry Goldwater somewhat less famously
said “Moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue.”

Finally, compassion for other living creatures is not a zero-sum game. I can be
compassionate today by choosing to not be a party to the slaughter of innocent
creatures, and I can work for social justice and for the recognition of everyone’s
civil rights at the same time. In fact, it’s so easy to do the former, I just don’t eat
meat, that it takes absolutely no time or energy away from my doing the latter.

Thanks,
Tim

[Reply]

Diana Adams
January 26th, 2010

Dear Brent,

Your comment is my favorite comment on this whole article. Oh. my. gosh. You rock
on so many levels and damn you are a good writer. Thank you for articulating what
I’ve been thinking all day.

Diana

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 7:17 pm

Having just read this all the comments and replies on this article, I have just a few
things to say.

The first is this: Diana, you said in your article “I love meat too much to stop eating
it”. Do you think that every vegetarian/vegan who for sometime previously
consumed an omnivorous diet never liked meat? Let me tell you a tiny bit about
me, only to hit the point home (hopefully). I’m 17, go to college, and hang out with
friends, bla bla bla… (the point I’m trying to make is, I’m pretty ‘normal’). I
absolutely LOVE the taste of chicken nuggets or a double cheeseburger, yet I
made the choice a year ago to no longer consume such products, due to ethical
reasons. In December, having been vegan for 9 months, my dad also decided to
be a vegetarian (my vegan diet and food had simply made him think about the
subject more than he previously had). Now, my dad is a big Polish 6 foot 2
basketball player, around 16 Stone who, as he always tells me, simply loves the
taste of a shoulder of lamb. Sorry if this seems irrelevant, but I’m just trying to
make the point that taste is no justification for eating animals. You may try
justifying doing so through other methods, but taste is the weakest of them all.

Manal, I would love to know why you (or anyone) believe that “meat (in
moderation) is a necessary part of a balanced diet.” Please name one nutrient,
vitamin etc. that can be obtained from meat and not from a plant based source.
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Brent, you make the point that we should “Solve peoples problems first”. Adopting
a vegan diet is hugely helping ‘people’s problems’. For example, livestock (in the
entire world) consume 77 million tonnes of human edible protein every year, while
only 58m tonnes of protein are contained in livestock products. The source for
that is a 2006 UN report (http://www.fao.org/docrep/010/a0701e/a0701e00.HTM), I
do my own research  ). That is an argument which is very hard to counter.
Consider all the people who starve every year due to food shortages, I’m sure
they could do with another 19 million tonnes of human edible protein (I don’t
actually think it’s that simply, but it would certainly make a LOT of difference). I’m
pretty sure that counts as solving ‘people’s problems’. How about the fact that it
takes 19KG of human edible protein to produce 1KG of cow produce (meat,
obviously)? Feed 1 person a KG of steak, or feed 19 people 1KG of protein. Let
me know if you think the taste is worth the other 18 people?

How about this fact: A person will save more water by not eating one pound of
beef than by not showering for at least six months. This fact is based on an
average shower time of 7 minutes.

I think I’m about done for now.

[Reply]

Brent "the roseman" Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 7:51 pm

Okay, a couple quick points, and I may come back to this later when I’m not so
tired… but here goes:
why do humans have more of a right to life than animals? 1. Did I say humans
had more of a right to life? What I believe is that humans are charged with
being caretakers of God’s creation. Hunting for pleasure disgusts me, willful
killing of anything…human, animal or plant without the purpose of
survival/food/self defense makes no sense to me. However, self preservation
and the lives of my fellow humans trumps the life of any animal, plant, or yes,
even human that would cause death and destruction for their own gains. (this
could get sticky, so I’ll stop here)
Regarding: people who starve every year due to food shortages. One: It’s not
the cows et al who are eating all the food. There’s enough food in the world
plus some to feed everyone what they need. Two: Food shortages and
starvation are caused by human greed and politics. That includes UN
ineptitude, politics and greed, but they won’t tell you that
at(http://www.fao.org/docrep/010/a0701e/a0701e00.HTM). If we spent the
money used to make war on feeding the worlds population… things would look
pretty different. Don’t get me wrong, it’s not just the western
government/industry that causes the problem. There are governments and
warlords and tribal leaders in “starvation” countries that don’t miss a meal. I’ve
been there, and seen Aid food sent from the “west” diverted to feed some
warlords child soldiers. These children would in turn go to villages and kill the
adults, draft the kids and march off to the next village. The world “out there” is
an evil and horrible place. If you don’t believe me, go and see for yourself. If
you survive (I nearly didn’t), you can come back and we’ll discuss this further.
I’m sure with a little research (or the simple click of the mouse on my name
here) you’ll discover how to reach me. I’m not hiding, and welcome intelligent,
insightful conversation at any time. Thanks for indulging me. Yours sincerely,
Brent

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 26th, 2010 at 8:08 pm

brent, you keep talking about human rights issues and things that have
nothing do with the original topic of animal rights. stay on topic. your
anecdotes of meandering through the international turmoil that has always
been and will always be is irrelevant, albeit interesting. perhaps another time
we’ll talk of your experiences outside the US.
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now in argumentative logic, we call that a straw man, or red herring.
something that completely diverts attention from the issue at hand by
pandering to people’s emotions.

fact of the matter is, the food supply being distributed properly amongst the
international community isn’t something that you or I can take action on and
make changes to right now, this very instant.

you know what is? going vegan. here’s a few facts to show the impact of
your decision (some of which are conveniently tied to your human rights
issues)

Ratio of livestock to people on Earth: three to one

Amount of Earth’s land mass grazed by livestock: half

Amount of U.S. cropland producing livestock feed: 64%

Amount of U.S. cropland producing fruits and vegetables: 2%

Number of acres of U.S. forest which have been cleared to create cropland
to produce a meat- centered diet: 260,000,000

Estimated area of rainforest destroyed annually: 125,000 square miles

The driving force behind the destruction of the tropical rainforests: American
meat habit

See what I’m driving at? BTW, all of these facts are quoted directly from the
book John Robbins put out several years ago. For a full list of the quotes, go
here. http://www.vegan-nutritionista.com/vegan-facts.html

There are also some good resources there.

Let me rephrase my question, Brent.

Why do you eat meat?

Jude Kriwald
January 26th, 2010

I just lost my entire reply  so this is a very shortened version.

You said “self preservation and the lives of my fellow humans trumps the life of any
animal” as if you have to animals to survive. You could quite easily still preserver
your self without having to trump any animal.

And yes, I understand everything you say in your last paragraph, but for now, I (one)
do not have the power to change where governments’ war money is spent. I do,
however, have the choice to not demand such numbers of animals to be slaughtered
for me every year. Some people find this hard to imagine that they can actually
make a difference. Imagine if you and, for example, your partner, bought 2-3 steaks
from your local farm shop every week. If you both stopped buying these steaks, over
the course of a year you would literally save whole animals.

Sorry for the abruptness of this reply, very annoyed that I lost the long reply I just
wrote out!

Got to sleep now,

Jude

[Reply]
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Jude Kriwald
January 26th, 2010

Sorry, in the first paragraph I meant to say “as if you have to EAT animals to survive”
and “still PRESERVE”.

Thanks

[Reply]

Lee Hall,  Friends of Animals
January 27th, 2010

Well, Diana, you certainly got peoples’ attention here. Offering a space for
conversation about this question is important, and I appreciate your willingness to
engage perspectives that might challenge your current position.

Thinking about the comments made over the past day, it seems to me that many of
the justifications for eating or otherwise destroying animals come down to this:

- We use them (or destroy them) because we can.

- Because we’re in that position.

- Because we’ve done it for a long time.

The point made about lions eating deer isn’t precisely relevant to the way we look at
other beings; lions aren’t saying they’ve got the right to eat others as they wish. They
simply must eat other animals. And I’ve no interest in changing their habits. (In my
view, animal rights is about changing our cultural patterns so that we become
capable of letting other animals be just who they are.)

It’s worth noticing that some big mistakes in humanity’s history were made on similar
bases as the ones we marshall to justify eating other animals. For example (and
there are many), the idea that We have souls and They do not brings up the way
Europeans felt about Native Americans.

In the case of nonhuman beings, it is very easy for us to write this off, because they
can’t defend themselves and in fact cannot even speak. So they are uniquely
vulnerable.

But not in every case, I should add. The Khoikhoi people, of the African San tribe,
because of what the European ear heard as their “clicking” communications, were
thought to lack language; they were considered other-than-human and some were
infamously exploited in sideshows and sexually charged performances.

This is not to compare the situations of Native Americans or San tribesmembers with
non-human beings. The question is about how domination works in various
circumstances, and whether we — those who have the upper hand in a given time
and place — are interested in living in another way. It’s probably the most
challenging question we could ask ourselves.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 2:56 am

Hello Lee,

Thank you for your thoughtful comment. I asked myself that same question, which
is why I brought up guns in this post yesterday.

If there was an animal as big as a dinosaur in my yard, and if I wanted to, I could
kill him with a very large, very powerful gun.
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So, you are right, we can kill because we want to and because we can. I asked
the question, does that put us at the top of the food chain?

For me personally, I would like to see us set a better example for all of nature and
choose compassion and love over fear and violence, but unfortunately, that is not
a belief that I think will be widely accepted any time soon.

I enjoyed your historical references, nice!

Diana

[Reply]

Lee Hall, Friends of Animals Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 3:35 am

“I asked myself that same question, which is why I brought up guns in this post
yesterday.”

Diana, that is a deep way of looking at this question. And exactly on point. The
person generally deemed the initiator of veganism, Donald Watson, was a
conscientious objector to war, and saw the issue of opting out of exploiting or
destroying other animals as an extension of that perspective.

“If there was an animal as big as a dinosaur in my yard, and if I wanted to, I
could kill him with a very large, very powerful gun.”

Yes.

“I asked the question, does that put us at the top of the food chain?”

It might appear that way, but I do not believe the concept is sustainable for too
long. In the biological sense it is a mistake, and the planet’s biocommunity is
not taking it well. I think it is interesting how climate signals and moral impulses
merge!

To you, this is about setting a better example, seeking to model love, and
transcending fear and violence.

That desire might well widely accepted fairly soon. How do we know unless we
discuss it?

But you have a good view of how Copernicus must’ve felt: Jeez, these people
will not widely accept that the Earth isn’t the central point in the universe any
time soon!

Cheers,

Lee @veganmeans

[Reply]

Tim Gier Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 7:28 am

Lee:

Your writing is thoughtful, intelligent and articulate. It is a pleasure to read.
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Brent "the roseman"
January 27th, 2010

Well, good morning! Why do I eat meat? I found this article online and want to share
it. It expresses my views quite clearly. Here’s what the bible says about hunting and
eating meat:

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT…

HUNTING?

by Betty Miller

Proverbs 12:27

“The slothful man roasteth not that which he took in hunting: but the substance of a
diligent man is precious.”

The book of Proverbs deals with many practical subjects as well as spiritual ones. In
this verse we are given advice on hunting. It is not wrong to hunt; however, Proverbs
12:27 says that the man who hunts for game and just kills it, and does not take
possession of it for eating is a slothful man. The diligent hunter takes his game for
food (roasting) and considers it a precious possession, as he has food for his
family’s table. Today men are slaughtering animals for wicked reasons. Many
elephants and rhinos are killed for their tusks and horns and their bodies are left to
rot. Other animals are slain for just the sport of it and their heads and bodies are
stuffed to hang on a wall for a trophy of man’s prowess, while the meat was
discarded. Bulls are slain for men just to watch the sport of bull fighting. Cock
fighting is another sport where the cocks are put together to see which one will kill
the other. Gambling is usually associated with this sport. We could name other
atrocities of killing animals which take place with evil motives. God looks on the heart
and motives of men when it comes to how we treat His creatures and we shall be
judged for it.

Some people consider killing animals as an evil thing and have become vegetarians
because they do not want to kill anything. Certainly, this is a noble thing, however,
the Bible does not speak against killing animals for food. It does, however, speak
against abusing or mistreating animals. In the beginning when God placed Adam and
Eve in the Garden of Eden and gave man charge over all the animal kingdom, man
was given a fruit, grain and vegetarian diet. All the animals were under man’s
dominion and Adam was given the task of naming all of them. Although we are not
given a detailed account of how the animals responded to Adam it appears they
were tame, as they were brought by God before Adam and he named them all.

Hunting and killing animals that are wild and attack men or their domesticated
animals is not considered evil either, as David in the Old Testament had to kill a lion
and a bear to protect his sheep as a part of his shepherd’s duty.

1 Samuel 17:34-35: “And David said unto Saul, Thy servant kept his father’s sheep,
and there came a lion, and a bear, and took a lamb out of the flock: 35 And I went
out after him, and smote him, and delivered it out of his mouth: and when he arose
against me, I caught him by his beard, and smote him, and slew him.”

The Bible says that in the earliest days of creation, all of God’s creation, including
animals, were vegetarian. When God blessed Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden,
He said to them: “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth
and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be food for you. And to the
beasts of the earth and all the birds of the air and all the creatures that move on the
ground–everything that has the breath of life in it–I give every green plant for food.
And it was so” (Genesis 1:29-30).

It appears that all creation was vegetarian until  after the waters of the Great Flood
receded and Noah and his family were left to replenish the earth.

Genesis 9:1-3 says: “Then God blessed Noah and his sons, saying to them, “Be
fruitful and increase in number and fill the earth. The fear and dread of you will fall
upon all of the beasts of the earth and all the birds of the air, upon every creature
that moves along the ground, and upon all the fish of the sea; they are given into
your hands. Everything that lives and moves will be food for you. Just as I gave you
the green plants, now I give you everything.”
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It is interesting to note that because they didn’t eat meat, it could have been one of
the reasons that Noah was able to so easily gather all the animals into the ark–and
explains why the animals did not devour each other while they were in it.

After the flood, why did God now deem it fit for His creation to eat each other? A
possible clue that comes to mind is this: Man’s wickedness had just reached its
fullness, and God had destroyed almost all of the inhabitants of the earth because of
it. That flood had somehow changed the order of things–and it was as if Noah and
his family were like Adam and Eve, beginning things all over again, but without the
innocence of Adam and Eve. The first world, which had been created in perfection,
was ruined because of sin. For man to function in the post-flood world, evidently God
allowed for the eating meat that would become a part of our existence. The
distinguishing mark on this particular era of history would be having to live with the
blight of sin.

Because man chose to sin, he lost his proper position of authority over God’s
creation; he lost it in the Garden of Eden, and then it appears that he lost even more
when God decided to flood the world because of man’s wickedness. When man lost
his original position on the earth, it caused all of creation to lose its proper position as
well. And now, everything has been tainted with the perverted character of the
Wicked One. Even certain animals must be destroyed at times because demons
have entered them. In the Old Testament, when an animal killed someone or was
vicious, it was commanded to be destroyed.

Exodus 21:28: “If an ox gore a man or a woman, that they die: then the ox shall be
surely stoned, and his flesh shall not be eaten; but the owner of the ox shall be quit
(cleared).”

Today, some ask if it is a sin to eat meat. The Bible makes it clear that we can eat
meat, even as Jesus ate meat when He was on the earth. Luke 24:42-43, “And they
gave him (Jesus) a piece of a broiled fish, and of an honeycomb. And he took it, and
did eat before them.”

In the millenium, when Jesus comes to restore this earth back to His original plan,
we will then be able to enjoy the original plans and purposes for this earth. The
animals will once again eat grass and not each other. Man will also enjoy the original
foods God made for him and since the devil will no longer be present in this earth, all
creation will be free from the curse of sin. The wild animals will no longer attack men.
The lamb and the lion will lie down together. Man will have no desire to hunt or kill
anything. All the earth groans and awaits for that day to come when the devil no
longer roams this earth but is chained and cast into hell along with all of his
followers.

Isaiah 11:6-9:
6 The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid;
and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead
them.
7 And the cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together: and
the lion shall eat straw like the ox.
8 And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall
put his hand on the cockatrice’ den.
9 They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be full of
the knowledge of the LORD, as the waters cover the sea.

(end of article)

I’m a Christian, I believe in the Bible, I believe in God. According to the Bible, in a
perfect world, we wouldn’t kill or eat animals. We don’t live in a perfect world,
humanity in it’s own strength can NEVER achieve a perfect world. In this world, in
reality, we have been given the beasts of the earth for food.
I eat meat because it’s food. I’m not going to change my mind about that, so maybe
we should just agree to disagree.

[Reply]

Tim Gier Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 8:13 am
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Brent:

By your logic, since the world is imperfect, we should not only accept the
imperfections but also ignore the ways to improve upon them? That hardly seems
like a good way to make our way in the world.

Also, while I respect your right to hold your own religious views, I would also
respectfully submit that we all have the capacity to decide fundamental moral
questions on our own, without the need to appeal to outside authority. If you’re
interested, I’ve written a short post on the topic here: http://wp.me/pKYQZ-2p

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 8:18 am

Thank you Tim! Exactly what I was trying to say below, although I forgot to hit
the reply button under this post.

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald
January 27th, 2010

I’ve tried to be reasonable, but that article is an absolute joke, and if you consider
that article to be representative of your views and intelligence, they yes, there is little
hope for you to ever change anything.

The entire argument is based upon the ‘easy get-out’ argument of ‘God said so, so it
must be right’. Do you not have the capability to think for yourself?

At the very start of the article it distinguishes between being a sin to kill for the sake
of hunting (because the killing of an animal in such situation is unecessary), and the
killing of an animal for food (because the killing of an animal in case is necessary).
Um, sorry, what? In what way is it necessary to animals in our modern times? I
haven’t consumed an animal for a year, and I’m pretty sure I’m still alive. So, we can
see that it is not necessary to kill animals to live.

You mention lots of cruel sports where animals are used purely for pleasure, and
then distinguish this from the ‘morally ok’ act of eating animals, when the only reason
you eat them is that they taste nice. WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

I don’t want to get into the argument of ‘is the bible true or not’, but seriously, do you
really agree with the author / bible that all animals were once vegetarians? Do you
believe that the biology of animals just suddenly changed? Many herbiovers cannot
consume meat without falling very ill, and many carnivores cannot eat a
herbivourous diet without falling ill. You can’t just chop and change nature. Not even
God can. Do you really believe, for example, the sharks use to eat purely plants?
hmm. Or maybe I’m interpreting things wrong, maybe it’s all a metaphor, but it
seemed pretty straight forward to me, not much to interpret.

I respect your religion, but please, do not hide behind it so much.

Your last parapraph is such a load of rubbish, sorry to say it like that, but you’re really
making yourself sound stupid now. You try to justify the killing of animals by saying
that ‘Oh well, things will never be perfect, what’s the point in trying’. Shall we close
down all the charities in the world too? Because, as you say, ‘humanity in it’s own
strength can NEVER achieve a perfect world’.

‘in reality’ – My friend, you are far, far from reality.

If it makes any differnce to you, a do believe in God (I am a pantheist), but I in no
way let this dictate what I believe to be morally right or wrong.

http://wp.me/pKYQZ-2p
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Maybe you should try the same.

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 7:51 am

My apologies for the terrible spelling mistakes, and missing out the word ‘kill’ in the
line ” In what way is it necessary to kill’ animals in our modern times?” in the third
paragraph, I wrote this in a rush.

[Reply]

just saying
January 27th, 2010

We got ourselves a Christian, folks. And a live one! And he’s trying to use his bible
to justify the murder of innocent animals! Somehow, this doesn’t surprise me…

Well Brent, I told you to provide some quotes from the Bible that support eating
animals, and I said I could find quotes to contradict yours. As I promised, here they
are.

From your book of Proverbs:

Proverbs 20:23
Be not among the winebibbers nor the riotous eaters of animal flesh.

For the record, if you interpret the book of Genesis literally, as you seem to in the
2nd main paragraph of your reply, you’re delusional. I mean, Christians are
delusional, but that’s neither here nor there. Sorry, I won’t put up false pretenses that
I respect your religion. I don’t.

Genesis 1:29
Behold I have given you herb yielding seed. To you it shall be for food.

Genesis 9:4-5
Flesh shall ye not eat.

Leviticus 11 prohibits the eating of the flesh of rabbits, pigs, and shellfish such as
lobsters.

These are but a few examples of the constant contradiction going on your bible.
While we’re at it, how do you feel about slavery and treating women as property?
The bible is all for it!

Tim 2:12
A women must not teach or hold authority over a man.

Leviticus 25:44, Exodus 21:2-8, and Eph. 6:5 all blatantly support slavery. Exodus
21:20-1 explains that it’s ok to beat your slave as long as he doesn’t die within 2
days.

I mean I could go on and on, but seriously, is it not obvious to you that the bible, and
all religion, was written BY men, FOR men? It’s the earliest form of populus control;
the church was the 1st profitable international organization — killing and taking
slaves in the name of “God.” All the passages I just quoted are imbibed with the
cultural beliefs from the time it was written — slavery? Spousal abuse? This was
written through the hand of God? Nice God.

Stop using religion as a crutch or a justification for your actions. It’s a joke. Your 10
commandments include spousal abuse, but mention nothing about rape, slavery,
child abuse, racism…TRUE morality requires judging each case on its own merits,
not imposing some clumsy cookie-cutter stencil of morality handed down by men as
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imperfect as you!

People tend to use the term “agree to disagree” when there is a difference of
opinion. Eating animals is not an opinion, it is murder, and someday in the distant
future, it will be universally accepted as such. I can’t tell you to stop going to church,
I can’t tell you to stop offering useless prayers to your imaginary friend in the sky,
but I WILL tell you that if you had a shred of morality, a shred of intelligence, a shred
of life in you instead of a shell of a human being filled with the BS that’s been fed to
him his entire life, you’d rethink your argumentative logic, stand down from your
petty, insignificant bible verses, and think for yourself.

Is it ethical to continue to support the death of innocent animals when nothing their
“food” provides for you cannot be found on a 100% plant-based diet?

[Reply]

Brent "the roseman"
January 27th, 2010

Response to Tim Gier in:
http://timgier.com/2010/01/27/no-controlling-authority/

RE: “Unnecessary Suffering is not good.

Intentional murder of innocents is not good.

These two precepts need no Law Giver to give them their moral weight. They are
universal…”

I’m sorry, I have to disagree. These precepts are not universal. I’ve studied history in
depth and past societies/cultures, wow. I’m thinking, what? The Mayans for
example… the human sacrifices, ripping the hearts out while the innocent still lived.
More recently, Rwanda. Read “Shake Hands with the Devil” about the observations
of the UN Peacekeepers. These so called universal precepts are universal only in
Western society, not so much in other places, I’m afraid. I wish they were universal.

Tim, Jude, I want to spend some time pondering these points you’ve made in order
to give a better response. I’m not one to hide behind Bible verses, as can be seen
from earlier responses, though the Bible is my base/guide/roadmap for life, one really
has to observe context and read more in depth than a few random verses to truly
understand the Bible. A point that seems to have been missed is “…the Bible does
not speak against killing animals for food. It does, however, speak against abusing or
mistreating animals. In the beginning when God placed Adam and Eve in the Garden
of Eden and gave man charge over all the animal kingdom, man was given a fruit,
grain and vegetarian diet.” If you don’t believe in God, or the authority of the Bible…
well, you’ll have to take that up with God when you see Him. The morals and rules
of our “western” society are still pretty much based on the rules and laws God gave
us in the Bible…whether we like it or not. Over the years, and in the Bible, there is a
gradual transition from the strict laws of Moses to the more “love your God, love your
neighbor as yourself” laws of the New Testament. The Bible also says that in the
end, all the animals and people will return to the “vegetarian” diet. (but it will take
some divine intervention).

“just saying”, I’m not even going to dignify your rant with a response. Do some
research. I know that there have been extreme Religious view in the past, and even
today, about all sorts of things. Having the opposite extreme view however, and not
allowing for disagreement… that’s just not acceptable either. We know now what you
feel about this topic. Thankyou for sharing.

Now, everyone, saying I’m right and your all wrong… that would be silly. I’m offering
my opinion, and I’ve shared the basis of that opinion. I’m willing to accept that others
have a different opinion. With time, discussion and research, I might even come to
agree with parts of, or even all of your opinion. I’m not perfect, I don’t know
everything. Can’t predict the future with any degree of reliability either… Thank you
all for your thoughtful and well worded, mostly friendly responses and expressions. I
have learned new things here, and there’s a lot to think about. Meanwhile, I’m going
to fry up a nice big juicy steak and enjoy the hot juices spurting in my mouth. 

[Reply]
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Jude Kriwald Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 12:27 pm

Brent, you are a true hypocrite. You (rightly or wrongly) dismiss “just saying’s”
response because you feel it is entirely inappropriate, yet you waste any
intellectual comments you may have made by ending your response as you did. I
always sensed your ignorance, but never thought you would purposefully portray
it. How immature.

Please, do not tell me that I will “have to take that up with God when you see
Him”, just as I don’t tell you that when you die nothing will happen, in such a
matter-of-fact way.

The fact that you believe that “The morals and rules of our “western” society are
still pretty much based on the rules and laws God gave us in the Bible” makes me
99% sure that you live in the USA. American culture, although a part of Western
culture, is very different from the rest of Western culture, which itself is very
different from other cultures.

Finally, although I understand why you chose to ignore “just saying’s” comment,
you can’t ignore a few points. The points where he shows where the bible quite
clearly dictates that we should not eat animals. You cannot brush these quotes
aside by saying ‘you have to look at the bigger picture’ to understand the bible,
when you yourself used such quotes to justify eating animals. Either believe that
single quotes from the bible can be used to justify our behaviour (this would be
very confusing) or accept that we should not base our behaviour on the bible. You
can’t just change when it is most convenient for you. Such ‘tactics’, whether done
knowingly or not, are very, very typical of an omnivore who is stuck in a corner in
such discussions. So don’t worry, you’re not alone. There are many others whose
brains also don’t want to realise the truth, it’s just too inconvenient for your taste
buds.

[Reply]

Tim Gier Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 1:04 pm

Brent:

In the eyes of those partaking in the ceremony, ritual sacrifice at the hands of the
State or the Church is not the murder of innocents. I feel confident (although I do
not know) that the Mayan culture had a prohibition against the murder of innocent
individuals by other individuals, just as we do. This is an important distinction,
similar to the one modern societies make between manslaughter, first degree
murder and the death penalty. I am not equating any of these things, I am using
the example to illustrate the point that just because a society behaves in one way
that may violate a moral precept, it does not mean that that society rejects the
precept itself. Louis P. Pojman explains this better than I can in his essay “An
Argument Against Ethical Relavitism.” (I’d provide a link but I can’t find a copy of it
online right now.)

Moral or Ethical relativism holds that the morality of a behavior is contingent upon
the culture and the time where that behavior occurs. I do not believe that. I believe
that the things that are truly wrong are wrong intrinsically, in all places and at all
times. You may disagree but I would challenge you then to explain to me how any
one could ever condemn any act ever committed by another. If the wrongness of
an act is contingent upon it’s time and place, then the very meaning of the words
right and wrong is lost.

It cannot possibly be true that what is truly good for you is actually evil for me.
Good and Evil are not subjective in that way, and I believe that the reason the
world condemned the atrocities of Rwanda, and the reason that Rwanda is
recovering, is that reasonable people recognized the evil that was happening
there. It is because there are basic foundational precepts of what constitutes right
and wrong, or good and evil, or moral and immoral, that we understand genocide
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for what it is.

Tim

[Reply]

Brent "the roseman"
January 27th, 2010

Hmmm…. I’m tired and feel it’s time to move on. This is rapidly degenerating to
name calling and silliness (on my part too, I think). What more is there to say?
Besides, Mommy says it’s time to go outside and play. It’s been fun, bye.

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 2:46 pm

Hmm…I don’t recall anyone calling you names, although I did make some
disparaging comments about your choice of theology.

Actually, everyone here besides me was incredibly polite and tolerant of you. Like,
beyond saintly. I personally degenerate rather quickly into name-calling, but Lee
Hall, Tim, and Jude, all made very valid arguments and counter-arguments
against yours. You’ve chosen not to engage intellectually, and have backed out
because you don’t have a defense against proper logic. And you know it.

Vegan FTW

[Reply]

just saying Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 2:48 pm

P.S. your poetry is terrible.

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald
January 27th, 2010

Brent, please understand that I am not letting my ego dictate these words I type, but
as I said in my last post, you clearly know you are stuck in the corner, and you just
proved that nicely for us all. Enjoy your ignorance, apparently it’s bliss.

[Reply]

Diana Adams Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 6:22 pm

You know Jude, I have sat back all day and watched you leave your comments,
and I have kept my opinions to myself and enjoyed the entertainment.

However, at this point I feel compelled to tell you just one little tidbit that I hope
you take to heart.

If you could learn to communicate in a peaceful way, without all the aggression
and anger that you portray in your words (it doesn’t really matter if you are really
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angry or not, perception is reality), if you could learn what the phrase “you catch
more bees with honey than vinegar” means, you might, just might, actually get
some sane people to understand your viewpoint and what you are trying to say.

But with your aggressive style, my guess is that you haven’t been very successful
with that here on my post or anywhere else.

Let me guess, you are now going to write something nasty to me, right? After
what I’ve seen you write today, that will be a big shocker… not.

[Reply]

Jude Kriwald Reply:
January 27th, 2010 at 7:39 pm

Diana, please understand, I am not angry, I apologise if I come across in an
angry way.

When debating such important subjects, I like to make points very clear and,
well, to the point. Now, if this appears to you to be angry, and as you say,
perception is reality, does that really mean that I posted an angry comment? I
had no angry intent when I wrote it, I was not angry myself, and I did not want
to write angry words. There is an interesting debate to be had as to whether
you perceiving my comments as angry actually make them angry.

However, and please acknowledge at least this, I hear what you say, to the
point at least that I have learnt that sometimes the way I write comes across to
some people as angry, so thank you (genuinely) for informing me.

You have put me in a hard position, as it now may appear that any ‘fact’ I write
may seem to be fuelled by anger, even though this is far from the truth.
Anyhow, there are one or two things I should say, sorry if they seem angry,
they’re not meant to.

The first is that actually, I have been quite successful, if you read my first or
second post, I mentioned one person who I would consider became a
vegetarian due to hearing my reasoning, and there are two other people I did
not mention, one is now vegetarian, one is vegan.

The second is that the only reason my last post seemed to be so personal is
that it is so typical for a person defending an omnivorous diet to back out of the
argument at the stage that Brent did (note, that was before any comments that
could possibly be perceived as nasty were exchanged). It is simply so
convenient. Again, let me stress the point, I am not angry, just trying to be as
clear as possible.

With regards to your last paragraph, it’s a bit unfair of you and also very
hypocritical. The first line makes it almost impossible for me to say anything
back (although, I’d imagine that was what you intended), and the second is
itself a nasty and/or angry comment.

I hope you can see what I am saying; there is no anger in my heart.

Good night,

Jude

[Reply]

I don’t know why, but this story fascinates me. I was reading Tim Gier’s response
and you could tell he was very passionate. I read it after going to Red Lobster in
Roswell, NM. To put some perspective on the delicious and delectible lobster I had
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Stu Williams
January 28th, 2010

just consumed and to dehuminize my act…I had to assume and just believe that my
lobster was a criminal lobster who did something bad and in the scheme of things…
that’s how you punish a bad lobster. You eat him!

[Reply]

Tim Gier Reply:
January 28th, 2010 at 5:35 am

Hmmm….

Bad Lobster, for the Seafood Jury in You!

Nope, doesn’t have the same ring to it.

[Reply]

No Controlling Authority « tim
gier
February 4th, 2010

[...] the interesting discussion going  on over at BitRebels.com in the comments
thread to Diana Adams Kill  a Lobster post, I’ve been thinking about [...]

jase193
April  6th, 2010

mmmm. On a remote island me and the lobster no other food and a boiling pot? yea
i win the lobster has had it!

But my kitchen boiling pot, cute lobster eyes? Damm i havemto drive to the bloody
ocean, nope i couldent do it!!!
Off to macdonalds then!

[Reply]

Brent ~ the roseman
April  6th, 2010

Here’s some food for thought… http://twitpic.com/1dpium

[Reply]

up2sumptin
April  6th, 2010

Lol, even if I wasn’t a veggie and allergic, not sure I want to eat a water buzzard. All
that aside, I am not sure your method of killing a lobster is really any difference from
the meat industry. Especially regarding the raising and killing of chicken. The very
nature of eating meat is harsh and cruel. So eat, enjoy and don’t forget the butta. 

[Reply]

I’ve written a blog post and put a poll on my Blog which is scheduled for tomorrow
morning posting in relation to your thoughtful post on how you come to deal with
your internal humanity to lobsters debate.
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Joey C
April  26th, 2010

I’ve done interviews with a salesperson for the Crstastun- a device which kills
lobsters by electrocuting them and I’ve also weighed in on other humanity to
Lobsters debates.

Here are my previous posts and video’s on the subject if you want to take a look-

http://goodmorninggloucester.wordpress.com/?s=crustastun&x=0&y=0

feel free to look at my blog at 7AM East Coast Time tomorrow morning for the post
relating to you.

[Reply]

Poll- Is Being A Meat Eater
And Animal Lover at The
Same Time Being
Hypocritical? «
GoodMorningGloucester
April  27th, 2010

[...] How To: Kill  A Lobster In A Humane Way [...]

cooking lobster tails
May 2nd, 2010

Hi, Thank you so much for your kind words.yes, feel free to post this on your blog.
It’s always nice to get conversation and links from others interested in the same
things.Very special!

[Reply]

tribal tattoo designs
June 15th, 2010

I came across your site, i think your blog is interesting, keep working !

[Reply]

jennifermartinez@mail15.com
July 1st, 2010

Every one admits that life seems to be not very cheap, nevertheless people require
cash for different stuff and not every man earns big sums money. Thence to receive
good personal loans and collateral loan will be a proper way out.

[Reply]

Adrian Slew
July 28th, 2010

My wife watches some Japanese cooking/food shows and I hate the way they have
no regard for their food..joking while they slice up live octopus and such..This is the
main reason I don’t eat lobster or crab. (with the exception of an occasional
crabcake).

[Reply]

arthurjohnson
September 8th, 2010

The ancient native americans would ask pardon of the wild animals prior to killing
them:

The Origin of Medicine
http://goo.gl/Ynu4

“From now on, your hunters must first offer a prayer to the deer before killing him,”
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said the messenger. “You must ask his pardon, stating you are forced only by the
hunger needs of your tribe to kill the deer. Otherwise, a terrible disease will come to
the hunter.”

[Reply]

New Study Finds That This
Will  Relax Your Man… | Bit
Rebels
November 14th, 2010

[...] on here, you know I’ve taken a lot of heat for that. The comments alone on this
article about how to kill a lobster in a humane way are enough to make even the
most experienced Internet troll [...]

Decadent & Delicious Meat
Photography | Bit Rebels
February 1st, 2011

[...] I am definitely a carnivore. It’s just who I am. I remember when I wrote this article
called How To: Kill  A Lobster In A Humane Way, I got a ton of nasty comments. I
even had someone write me a scathing email and then unfollow and [...]

Jayne
February 18th, 2011

Animal by animal, much of our sympathy and moral high ground may make sense on
the surface. But the reality? All the domestic animals, many of the tame ones – dogs,
cats, other pets – should what – be turned free to roam the earth? We actually have
a responsibility to them, which absolutely means humane use and treatment of them
as resources Vegetarianism is a viable choice for individual sensibilities or health –
but it will never be the one true way. Animals, in the belief of many, have true
purpose on earth. To beautify, enrich, feed, each other and humans. There are
humane ways to allow for all that,

[Reply]

Bingo
February 21st, 2011

Thank you for posting this. I will use this technique if I ever bring myself to cook
lobster again.

I once had a veritable traumatizing experience preparing a lobster for dinner. I had
called my mother to ask how she cooked lobster when I was a child. “You just put it
in boiling water.” OK, that’s easy enough. (How blissfully naïve I was then.) I didn’t
realize I hadn’t turned off the phone. As I tried to place the creature in the boiling
water it started to struggle and I Freaked out. I realized I had to finish the job, ASAP,
but was appalled as the beast struggled mightily. My son laughed hysterically as I
practically screamed to myself, “Oh my God! Help me! Get the lid. Get in! Get it in!”
The teapot on the adjacent counter crashed to the floor during the struggle. Once the
deed as done, finally, I practically lifted my son up as I explained, “I killed a living
creature, don’t you see?!” (No, he didn’t, he just wanted dinner.)
When I realized my mother had “witnessed” the entire ordeal I called her back, “Was
it crazy? Were you worried about us?”
Unfazed she replied, “No, it seemed like something that would happen in our family”
(Say what?)
As you can imagine I haven’t had lobster since, but haven’t entirely given up on the
idea. It took about a half an hour for me to compose myself, but I did eat it, with
melted butter, and it was really good. I am a carnivore after-all. Apparently it runs on
the family.

[Reply]

Christine Marsh

Delicious Diana,

I was a vegetarian for about 20 years. I became very unbalanced physically in the
Fall of 2010. I prayed for guidance. I had two dreams. The first in which I was in
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February 21st, 2011
ancient times – before our current known history. Civilization was very advanced, but
people lived in an ‘indigenous’ way – at one with the earth.

The people loved the animals and the animals loved them very much. They
communicated telepathically. One day a person became sick, and the animals would
say: “You must kill and eat one of us to heal.” The people would be very sad, but the
animal would reassure them. They took the animal’s life with great respect and
reverence and the person would heal. They did this occasionally, because of mental,
physical or spiritual illness, and always the person would heal.

This gave me the strong message that the animals still love us very much, and they
give their lives by the billions to heal us. The problem is that many people do not eat
the animal with great (or any) respect and reverence, and it is also being done too
often, when it is not needed, so people get sicker in mind, body, and spirit.

I then had a dream where I was shown a plate with a big raw steak on it, and that I
must eat it. I was dismayed, because it had been years, but I did eat some meat with
great reverence, and I got better physically.

I also thought that I know plants have consciousness, so why is it any different for
their life to end? So I say as part of my prayer before I eat:

“….Thank you to the animals and plants who gave their lives so I could take in their
nourishment….”
Because, even if you are eating only vegetarian always, you can be guaranteed that
animals gave their lives in some way so you cold get that food. For example, forest
was cleared for the field.

I did a lot of research about vegetarianism and diet. A LOT. I think in the end, it is
very important in all things in life to listen to what your intuition is telling you about
anything rather than any book or input from anywhere else.

Take the time to stop and listen to your body, mind, and spirit. What is it telling you?
ESPECIALLY when you DON’T have the time.

Let your red flags fly when someone/thing tells you. “EVERYONE needs to do this.”
Because for some people a vegetarian/meat/rutebega diet is simply not right for
whatever reason.

So, thank you for posting this, because, any step towards treating other lives with
more respect, and reverence is a good step.

Christine Marsh

[Reply]

Dazediva
March 2nd, 2011

Interesting article.

I’m a vegetarian and until  I accidentally found a live lobster in my friends’ freezer
(whilst looking for ice cream) – I didn’t know anything about how lobsters were
cooked.

Imagine my shock and horror when I found out it had to be boiled alive !! the poor
thing was squealing away and I was traumatized by that experience !!!

Now watching the video you have posted, as ‘humane’ as it may be .. I don’t think I’d
ever be able to do that to a lobster  Both ways are cruel in my opinion, and
perhaps to some the boiling bit is better, and to others, cracking its scull is better …
for me, I’d just skip eating the lobster altogether (not that I’d eat but you get my drift)

I’m a vegetarian by choice (mom is veg, dad is a non-veg), and the majority of my
dad’s family has turned to being vegetarian because one doesn’t really need to eat
meat; it’s not as if you are losing out by NOT eating meat. It’s a controversial subject
as it is; and I’m not going to get into the nitty gritty of it as there are others who
appear to have more knowledge on the subject.
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My point is, if you one is going to eat meat, just stop to think about the way your
meat has been served to you. Some of the animals are tortured, not kept in humane
conditions, some are injected with additional hormones, and who knows what else.
Fair enough that the animal population must be kept in control; but that’s what the
‘animals’ are there for – the ones who need to eat meat to survive (e.g lions, tigers,
bears, crocs etc) in my opinion.

The way I see it, if you have to eat meat, then fine – eat it. If you can survive with out
it, why not try it. Just saying 
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